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Astuces de Tania

Ecouter la  radio anglaise peut vraiment améliorer votre apprentissage de la 

langue. Ce conseil me vient de mon expérience personnelle de l'apprentissage 

d'une langue étrangère, lorsque j'apprenais le français à l'université au 

Royaume-Uni.   

Le fait de voyager à la même heure chaque semaine, j'écoutais le même DJ 

et le même programme.  Cela rend le processus d'apprentissage plus efficace 

car il y a une routine dans chaque programme et que vous êtes exposé au 

même contenu et au même langage, par exemple aux appels téléphoniques, 

aux publicités, aux nouvelles et aux chansons. Cela signifie que vous devenez 

familier avec la langue et que vous apprenez en contexte.

 Au départ, je ne comprenais pas un mot et à la fin de l'année, j'étais capable 

d'extraire et de comprendre les points principaux.

Je vous recommande vivement d'essayer, car vous pouvez écouter et voyager, 

cuisiner, nettoyer ou même étudier tout en écoutant la radio.

Pour découvrir quelle est la meilleure station 

de radio à écouter pour apprendre l'anglais, 

lisez l'étude suivante écrite en anglais par 

l'une de mes élèves, Noémie qui avait 14 ans à 

l'époque.  Vous y trouverez des liens vers les 

différentes stations de radio. 
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Best Radio Stations to Learn English 

By Student Noémie de Cherbourg 

I’m going to introduce six radio stations to find out the difference between them 

and to select the best station for young people who are studying English.   

First of all, I’m going to talk about Radio 

One, on this radio station they only play 

pop music. Channel 103 and Radio Jersey 

also play pop music. There is also the News 

and phone-ins just like on Channel 103 and 

Radio Jersey.  It’s much easier to 

understand than Radio 2, Radio 3 and Radio 

4 because it’s more repetitive and clearly 

spoken.  For me Radio 1 is really suitable 

for younger people.

 The second radio station is Radio 2.  

This radio station plays only old 

fashioned music, for example Jazz. 

There is a lot of news, traffic news 

about traffic jams, interviews, 

phone-ins (a competition quiz to win 

a prize). This station is more 

difficult to understand than Radio 

one but less difficult than the other 

ones.  Radio 2 is aimed at 

middle-aged people.
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https://www.radio-uk.co.uk/bbc-radio-1
https://www.radio-uk.co.uk/bbc-radio-1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00gwg55
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/live:bbc_radio_one
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/live:bbc_radio_two


Best Radio Stations to Learn English 

By Noémie Pineau, Cherbourg 

 The third radio station in my study is  

Radio 3.  There  is only classical music 

and some interviews; on this occasion 

a scientist talked about outer space 

and the moon. I understood the 

subject of the interview but I didn’t 

understand the vocabulary so I found 

it very difficult.  Radio 3 is the 

hardest station (along with radio 4) to 

understand. This station is suitable 

for older people.

 

Now I’m going to introduce Radio 4.  This 

station doesn’t play any music at all, it only 

has interviews with one guest at a time who 

talk about one subject.  On this occasion a 

woman talked about what life was like for 

women during World War 2.  On one hand 

this is the more interesting station, on the 

other hand it was not easy to understand. I 

had the same problem with Radio 3, a lack 

of vocabulary on this matter.  This station is 

aimed at all ages.
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/live:bbc_radio_three
https://www.radio-uk.co.uk/bbc-radio-4
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/live:bbc_radio_fourfm


Best Radio Stations to Learn English 

By Noémie Pineau, Cherbourg 

Next I’m going to talk about Channel 103, 

a local radio station based in Jersey in the 

Channel Islands.  This station is similar to 

Radio one and Radio Jersey, they only play 

pop music, there is some local and 

national news and phone-ins. The only 

difference is that there are adverts 

because it’s not a BBC radio station.  Local 

radios are funded by advertisements.  It’s 

as easy to understand  as Radio 1 and 

Radio Jersey. This station is suitable for 

young and middle-aged people.

 Finally Radio Jersey.   This station 

is like Radio 1 and Channel 103 with 

pop music, local and national news, 

phone-ins. There is one 

disadvantage, there are a lot of 

announcements about local events. 

On a good note, it’s as easy to 

understand as Radio 1 and Channel 

103. This station is aimed at young 

and middle-aged people.
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https://www.channel103.com/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/live:bbc_radio_jersey
https://onlineradiobox.com/je/bbcjersey/?cs=je.bbcjersey&lang=fr
https://www.channel103.com/


Pros and Cons
       Radio 1
 👍  Style of music, easy to understand and suitable for young and middle-aged 
         people.

Radio 2  
👍  Easy to understand and suitable for middle-aged people 

👎  The style of music

Radio 3  
👍  The style of music, difficult to understand and not aimed at young people

Radio 4
👍  The most interesting radio and suitable for everyone  

👎   Difficult to understand and no music 

Channel 103 
👍  The music, easy to understand and suitable for young and middle-aged people 

👎    Both stations have too many adverts

Radio Jersey 
👍   The music, easy to understand and suitable for young and middle-aged people

 👎  There are a lot of announcements about local events.
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 Noémie’s favourite Radio Station     

 “In my opinion the best station for young 

people who are studying English is…..” 
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/live:bbc_radio_one


Essayez les différentes stations. 

Laquelle vous trouvez la meilleure ? 

Dites-moi ICI !
 

                   

☎
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